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0 of 0 review helpful This collection of essays by over twenty authors who have By Greg This collection of essays by 
over twenty authors who have suffered from depression or have family members who have suffered illuminates this 
illness in ways a clinical account cannot These authors provide vivid descriptions of depression s daily toll and the 
havoc it wreaks on their mental states and personal relationships that brin Unholy Ghost is a unique collection of 
essays about depression that in the spirit of William Styron s Darkness Visible finds vivid expression for an elusive 
illness suffered by more than one in five Americans today Unlike any other memoir of depression however Unholy 
Ghost includes many voices and depicts the most complete portrait of the illness Lauren Slater eloquently describes 
her own perilous experience as a pregnant woman on antidepressan com A reader on melancholy the editor calls this 
book a collection of 22 modern essays about depression by writers several well known who know their subject 
intimately Some face depression as a sudden interruption of a previously gratifying life other 
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